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�� Introductory moviesIntroductory movies
�� Biology: Biological background & Biology: Biological background & DevreotesDevreotes

et al.et al.
�� Modeling: Rappel et al.Modeling: Rappel et al.
Or:Or:
�� What is the molecular pathway for What is the molecular pathway for 

chemotactic response? (Biology)chemotactic response? (Biology)
�� How do cells decide which way to go? How do cells decide which way to go? 

(Modeling)(Modeling)
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Introduction/BackgroundIntroduction/Background

�� Chemotaxis also important in Chemotaxis also important in 
embryogenesis, development & growth (i.e. embryogenesis, development & growth (i.e. 
neuronal), diseasesneuronal), diseases

�� EukaryoticEukaryotic chemotaxischemotaxis
–– BacterialBacterial (E. Coli)(E. Coli) mechanism different (memory mechanism different (memory 

& tumbling & tumbling –– biased random walk)biased random walk)

BackgroundBackground

�� Possible ways to detect & respond to a Possible ways to detect & respond to a 
gradient:gradient:
–– Memory and tumbling/sampling like Memory and tumbling/sampling like E. ColiE. Coli or or 

here, with “pilot pseudopodia”here, with “pilot pseudopodia”

–– Detect gradient across cell and amplify (positive Detect gradient across cell and amplify (positive 
feedback)feedback)

–– Temporal/“first hit” detectionTemporal/“first hit” detection
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Biological backgroundBiological background

�� DictyosteliumDictyostelium discoideumdiscoideum –– amoeba:amoeba:
–– Chemotaxis to track & Chemotaxis to track & phagocytosephagocytose bacteriabacteria
–– Chemotaxis & cooperativity when starvedChemotaxis & cooperativity when starved

�� Several aspects of chemotaxis:Several aspects of chemotaxis:
–– “Directional sensing” “Directional sensing” –– detecting asymmetric detecting asymmetric 

extracellular cue and responding asymmetricallyextracellular cue and responding asymmetrically
–– “Polarization” “Polarization” –– cell assuming asymmetric shape where cell assuming asymmetric shape where 

front (“anterior”) is more sensitive to chemoattractantsfront (“anterior”) is more sensitive to chemoattractants

�� Nonpolarized cells reorient by moving “front” Nonpolarized cells reorient by moving “front” 
machinery; polarized do so by turningmachinery; polarized do so by turning

Background: LocalizationBackground: Localization

�� Here, “front” is end Here, “front” is end 
with machinery, with machinery, 
whether or not whether or not 
polarizedpolarized

�� How do we know How do we know 
where the front is?where the front is?
–– Visualization of Visualization of 

localized signals using localized signals using 
GFP, i.e. with PH GFP, i.e. with PH 
domaindomain

Devreotes et al.
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Biology: What is the pathway?Biology: What is the pathway?

�� Receptors (Receptors (cARcAR) detect extracellullar cAMP) detect extracellullar cAMP
–– Uniformly distributed over cell membraneUniformly distributed over cell membrane

–– Occupancies follow extracellular gradient Occupancies follow extracellular gradient –– so shallow so shallow 
difference from anterior to posteriordifference from anterior to posterior

�� Trimeric GTrimeric G--protein coupled to receptorsprotein coupled to receptors
–– Activates when receptors do Activates when receptors do –– so still mostly uniformso still mostly uniform

–– Can amplifyCan amplify

–– Often start signaling cascadeOften start signaling cascade

–– Often lead to production of cAMP, as it does hereOften lead to production of cAMP, as it does here

–– Often Often imptimpt. to inositol phospholipid signaling. to inositol phospholipid signaling

Biological pathwayBiological pathway

�� Inositol phospholipid (PIPInositol phospholipid (PIP33) localization and ) localization and 
accumulationaccumulation
–– How?How?

�� PI3K (kinase) PI3K (kinase) –– like other kinases takes a phosphate group from like other kinases takes a phosphate group from 
ATP and attaches it; in this case to PIPATP and attaches it; in this case to PIP22, making PIP, making PIP33) ) 

�� PTEN (PI 3PTEN (PI 3--phosphatase) phosphatase) –– which removes the phosphate which removes the phosphate 
group, the reverse of the kinasegroup, the reverse of the kinase

–– Accumulation due to translocation of PI3K to membrane Accumulation due to translocation of PI3K to membrane 
& & dissocdissoc. of PTEN. . of PTEN. 

–– Localization due to localization of PI3K & PTENLocalization due to localization of PI3K & PTEN
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Biological pathwayBiological pathway

�� Somewhere between GSomewhere between G--protein activation and protein activation and 
PI3K/PTEN there is localizationPI3K/PTEN there is localization
–– DevreotesDevreotes proposes membrane association dependent proposes membrane association dependent 

on local excitation and global inhibition for PI3K; vise on local excitation and global inhibition for PI3K; vise 
versa for PTENversa for PTEN

�� Aside:Aside:
–– In uniform stimulus, PI3K initially moves to membrane & In uniform stimulus, PI3K initially moves to membrane & 

PTEN dissociates, but after time PTEN reassociates (at PTEN dissociates, but after time PTEN reassociates (at 
a a higher levelhigher level, allowing accommodation) & PI3K , allowing accommodation) & PI3K 
dissociatesdissociates

�� Missing regulatory pathway for localization?Missing regulatory pathway for localization?

Biological pathway: MotilityBiological pathway: Motility

�� PIPPIP33 helps direct helps direct actinactin polymerization polymerization 
(motion)(motion)
–– Accumulation of PIPAccumulation of PIP33 coco--localizes with sites of localizes with sites of 

new new actinactin polymerizationpolymerization

–– Interference with PI3K alters Interference with PI3K alters actinactin eventsevents

–– Elevation of PIPElevation of PIP33 by disruption of PTEN induces by disruption of PTEN induces 
excess excess actinactin polymerizationpolymerization
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Biological pathway: PolarityBiological pathway: Polarity

�� Establishing polarity?Establishing polarity?
–– ActinActin cytoskeleton may stabilize the asymmetric cytoskeleton may stabilize the asymmetric 

distribution of componentsdistribution of components
–– Since PIPSince PIP33 promotes promotes actinactin polymerization, if the polymerization, if the 

cytoskeleton helped stabilize the interaction of cytoskeleton helped stabilize the interaction of 
PI3K with the membrane, this would result in a PI3K with the membrane, this would result in a 
positive feedback loop helping to reinforce initial positive feedback loop helping to reinforce initial 
asymmetry which could be maintained even in asymmetry which could be maintained even in 
the absence of a gradientthe absence of a gradient

Modeling: Rappel et al.Modeling: Rappel et al.

�� How is the asymmetry established? How is the asymmetry established? 
–– cAMP receptors uniformly distributedcAMP receptors uniformly distributed
–– cAMP first reaches front but diffuses rapidly cAMP first reaches front but diffuses rapidly 

around cell to the back around cell to the back –– why doesn’t back also why doesn’t back also 
activate?activate?

–– Must be inhibitory mechanism which Must be inhibitory mechanism which 
suppresses response at backsuppresses response at back

–– This model: Local excitation, with global This model: Local excitation, with global 
inhibition by inhibitor which must beat cAMP to inhibition by inhibitor which must beat cAMP to 
the back the back –– which constrains kineticswhich constrains kinetics
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ModelModel

�� Suggest cGMP is the inhibitor, but validity of Suggest cGMP is the inhibitor, but validity of 
model does not depend on thatmodel does not depend on that

�� Ignore detailed steps and take membrane Ignore detailed steps and take membrane 
as 3as 3--state:state:
–– Quiescent (density Quiescent (density ρρqq))

–– Activated (Activated (ρρaa))

–– Inhibited (Inhibited (ρρii) ) 

–– Total density is 1Total density is 1

Model detailsModel details

�� Linear activation (qLinear activation (q-->a) >a) 
at rate at rate αα[cAMP][cAMP]

�� Linear inhibition (qLinear inhibition (q-->i) >i) 
due to cGMP at rate due to cGMP at rate 
ββrr[cGMP[cGMP]]

�� Spontaneous Spontaneous 
transitions atransitions a-->i at rate >i at rate 
δδ and iand i-->q at rate >q at rate ββff
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ModelModel

�� g is cGMPg is cGMP

�� c is cAMPc is cAMP

�� ZeroZero--flux BC’sflux BC’s

�� Additional source term Additional source term 
at boundary for g, at boundary for g, 
accounting for accounting for 
production of inhibitor production of inhibitor 
by membraneby membrane

Model parametersModel parameters

�� Diffusion constants taken Diffusion constants taken 
to be Dto be Dcc=D=Dgg=2.5E=2.5E--66

�� Adjusted parameters to Adjusted parameters to 
range with asymmetric range with asymmetric 
response to asymmetric response to asymmetric 
cAMP stimuluscAMP stimulus

�� Apply uniform stimulus and Apply uniform stimulus and 
adjust adjust σσgg (production rate) (production rate) 
and and µµg g (degradation rate) (degradation rate) 
to match experimental to match experimental 
cGMP production (peak cGMP production (peak 
and decay)and decay)

Rappel et al.
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Asymmetric cAMP stimulusAsymmetric cAMP stimulus

�� cGMP rises quickly after activation of front; cGMP rises quickly after activation of front; 
inhibits back before it can be activatedinhibits back before it can be activated

�� Asymmetry ratio AR=Asymmetry ratio AR=ρρa(fronta(front))/ / ρρa(backa(back)) using peak using peak 
densities; here 4.9densities; here 4.9

Rappel et al.

Model resultsModel results

�� Qualitatively similar patternsQualitatively similar patterns

�� Localization of PH domain Localization of PH domain 
proteins could be a threshold proteins could be a threshold 
event, different from activationevent, different from activation

Rappel et al.

Devreotes et al.
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Model parametersModel parameters

�� Find that model is not very sensitive to Find that model is not very sensitive to 
parameter valuesparameter values
–– Varying each by factor of 2 or 5 (tried 243 sets)Varying each by factor of 2 or 5 (tried 243 sets)

–– For factor of 2, more than 50% of AR’s within For factor of 2, more than 50% of AR’s within 
10% of original10% of original

–– Original is not optimal AROriginal is not optimal AR

–– Significant AR’s for wide range of parametersSignificant AR’s for wide range of parameters

Experimental predictionExperimental prediction

�� Dual cAMP stimulusDual cAMP stimulus
–– Response to dual signals should vary depending on Response to dual signals should vary depending on 

time delay between signalstime delay between signals

Rappel et al.
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Additional discussionAdditional discussion

�� Concentration of cGMP need not be large to inhibitConcentration of cGMP need not be large to inhibit
–– Small conc. is enough if rate largeSmall conc. is enough if rate large

�� Experimental verification:Experimental verification:
–– Dual stimulusDual stimulus

–– If production of cGMP inhibited, PH domain proteins If production of cGMP inhibited, PH domain proteins 
should be more uniformly distributedshould be more uniformly distributed

–– If this model is correct, directed motion will not occur in If this model is correct, directed motion will not occur in 
static gradients (some evidence for this already, but not static gradients (some evidence for this already, but not 
conclusive)conclusive)

Testing modelTesting model

�� Using Using microfluidicsmicrofluidics to to 
produce static produce static 
gradients and dual gradients and dual 
stimulus stimulus 

E. Bodenschatz
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ConclusionsConclusions

�� Complicated biology; pathways and Complicated biology; pathways and 
parameters not knownparameters not known

�� Simple models can help explain key Simple models can help explain key 
elements & provide testable predictionselements & provide testable predictions

�� Experiments in the near future will help Experiments in the near future will help 
distinguish between:distinguish between:
–– Temporal gradient mechanism (here)Temporal gradient mechanism (here)
–– Amplification of spatial gradientAmplification of spatial gradient
–– (Pseudopodia method already excluded)(Pseudopodia method already excluded)

Additional informationAdditional information

�� Other interesting issues I haven’t addressedOther interesting issues I haven’t addressed
–– Periodic cAMP signaling to other cells (7 min. Periodic cAMP signaling to other cells (7 min. 

period)period)
–– Various othersVarious others
–– See KITP web site under the See KITP web site under the biomolecularbiomolecular

networks program in March; also P. networks program in March; also P. DevreotesDevreotes’ ’ 
web page has lots of moviesweb page has lots of movies


